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Abstract
In order to provide a detailed vertical velocity field in southernmost Longitudinal Valley where shows a complex threefault system at the plate suture between Philippine Sea plate and Eurasia, we conducted leveling and GPS measurements,
compiled data from previous surveys and combined them into a single data set. We compiled precise leveling results from
1984 to 2009, include 5 E-W trending and one N-S trending routes. We calculated the GPS vertical component from 10
continuous stations and from 89 campaign-mode stations from 1995 to 2010. The interseismic vertical rates are estimated by
removing the co- and post-seismic effects of major large regional and nearby earthquakes. A stable continuous station S104
in the study area was adopted as the common reference station. We finally establish a map of the interseismic vertical velocity
field. The interseismic vertical deformation was mainly accommodated by creeping/thrusting along two east-dipping strands
of the three-fault system: the Luyeh and Lichi faults. The most dominant uplift of 30 mm yr-1 occurs at the hanging wall
of the Lichi fault on the western Coastal Range. However the rate diminishes away from the fault in the hanging wall. The
Quaternary tablelands inside of the Longitudinal Valley reveals uplift with a rate of 5 - 10 mm yr-1. Outside of the tablelands,
the rest of the Longitudinal Valley flat area indicates substantial subsidence of -10 to -20 mm yr-1. Finally, it appears that the
west-dipping blind fault under the eastern side of the Central Range does not play a significant role on interseismic deformation with subsidence rate of -5 to -10 mm yr-1.
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1. Introduction
The island of Taiwan is located in a converging boundary between the Philippine Sea and Eurasian plates. The
Longitudinal Valley in eastern Taiwan is considered to be
an on-land suture between these two colliding plates (Biq
1972; Ho 1975; Angelier 1994). A variety of geodetic measurements have been conducted and analyzed along the
Longitudinal Valley area over the past 30 years, primarily
including leveling, trilateration surveys, Global Positioning
System (GPS) measurements, and InSAR analyses (Lee and
Yu 1985; Yu and Lee 1986; Liu and Yu 1990; Yu et al.
1992; Lee and Angelier 1993; Yu and Chen 1994; Yu and
Kuo 2001; Hsu and Bürgmann 2006; Lee et al. 2006; Chen
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et al. 2009; Peyret et al. 2011; Yen et al. 2011). The results
allowed better location of surface traces of the major active
faults and to characterize the associated surface deformation. Across the middle and southern part of the Longitudinal Valley, a rapid rate of about 30 mm yr-1 of interseismic
horizontal movement was obtained and was attributed to
the continuous creep along a single major reverse fault, the
Longitudinal Valley fault (LVF).
On the other hand, the crustal deformation revealed
a different pattern with regard to the northern and southernmost areas of the Longitudinal Valley fault. The northernmost segments of the Longitudinal Valley (i.e., the
Lingting fault, the Yuemei fault and Milun fault) seem to
be in locked state (Chen et al. 2009; Yen et al. 2011). In
contrast, the faults showed rapid creep in the southernmost
Longitudinal Valley (i.e., the study area of this paper),
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which is accommodated by two parallel strands of the LVF
on both sides of the valley (Fig. 1), the Lichi fault and the
Luyeh fault (Yu et al. 1990; Lee et al. 1998. Yu and Kuo
2001), together with a likely blind west-dipping fault under the western margin of the valley (i.e., the Central Range
fault, interpreted by some geologists, e.g., Biq 1965; Lu and
Hsu 1992; Wu et al. 2006; Shyu et al. 2008). Based on a
detailed geomorophic mapping of surface traces of active
faults and deformed river terraces around the Luyeh River
near the southern end of the Longitudinal Valley, Shyu et al.
(2002, 2008) indicated that there are at least seven levels of
terrace risers and two major active faults accompanied with
folds, corresponding to the Lichi fault and the Luyeh fault,
respectively. The Peinanshan massif to the south of the

Luyeh River and the Kaotai terraces high to the north of the
Luyeh River (Fig. 1) are both interpreted as products of popup structures of Pleistocene fluvial gravels in-between this
two-fault system (Lee et al. 1998; Shyu et al. 2002, 2008).
From the point view of a seismic event, the recent 2006
Mw 6.1 Peinan earthquake, which occurred in the study
area, was a result from rupturing the blind west-dipping
high-angle reverse fault (or the Central Range fault as mentioned above) with significant left-lateral component. This
causative, but poorly mapped blind fault is located under
the eastern margin of the Central Range and juxtaposes the
western branch of the two-strand fault system of the LVF
(Wu et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2009). Previously, Shyu et al.
(2005, 2008) also interpreted a high-angle west-dipping re-

Fig. 1. Geodetic network used for analyzing vertical deformation in the southernmost Longitudinal Valley area, southeastern Taiwan. The network
includes 5 E-W leveling routes (A - E) across the Longitudinal Valley, one N-S route (F) along western side of the valley, 88 campaigned GPS stations (CMS) and 10 continuous GPS stations (CORS). The occupied periods: see the text for details. Geological faults: 1, Chihshang fault, 2, Lichi
fault, 3, Luyeh fault, and 4, unnamed blind fault (some called Central Range fault).
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verse fault as the geological boundary between the Central
Range and the Longitudinal Valley, based on geomorphic
analyses, and referred it to the Central Range fault, proposed
previously by Biq (1965). However, the structural characteristics and fault kinematics of the boundary between the Central Range and the Longitudinal Valley still remain highly
debatable. Several different hypotheses have been proposed
over the years, a west-dipping backthrust (Biq 1965; Lu and
Hsu 1992), east-dipping normal fault (Crespi et al. 1996), or
a natural stratigraphic unconformity (Lee et al. 1998; Malavielle et al. 2002).
In summary, there exists three sub-parallel major active faults, including two strands of the east-dipping Longitudinal Valley fault and a west-dipping blind unnamed
fault (or the Central Range fault), in the area of the southernmost Longitudinal Valley (Fig. 1). In this study we intend to better characterize the surface deformation along
the southernmost LVF, in particular the vertical movement
associated with these three active faults. We took advantage of the measurements of six leveling routes around the
area of Luyeh County and Taitung City, some of which
are carry-overs from earlier surveys for different research
purposes. We conducted several repeated surveys beginning in 2002. A dense near-fault campaigned GPS network
also was established in 2001, and the numbers of stations
expanded gradually in the following years. This 89-GPSstation network was also inherited and strengthened from
the pre-existing array of campaign survey stations, which
was installed ten years earlier in 1990. We also integrate the
nearby recently installed 10 continuous GPS stations to our
campaigned surveyed network (Fig. 1).
This paper presents the results of vertical velocities
derived from this 10-year-long data set of geodetic measurements in the southernmost Longitudinal Valley area.
Special attention was paid to how to determine the vertical
velocity for each station or benchmark, by combining two
different resolutions of data, including mm-level resolution of repeated leveling and cm-level resolution of vertical component of repeated GPS measurements. We discuss
how we removed the perturbations by nearby earthquakes,
particularly co- and post-seismic effects. We also discuss
the relatively complex deformation pattern in the study
area, including co-seismic events (on both LVF and Central
Range fault), interseismic deformation, and seemingly frequent perturbations of nearby earthquakes. We thus provide
not only a more complete data coverage in the entire area
but also insight on short and long-term vertical deformation
of the southern LV area.
2. Leveling Measurements and Results
In 2002, we started annual measurements along three
east-west direction leveling routes, which are generally
perpendicular to regional N-S trending major faults in the
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Luyeh-Peinanshan area (Routes A, B and C, in Fig. 1). The
leveling routes then prolonged eastward into the western
flank of the Coastal Range the following year in 2003. In
2005, a leveling route to the south of Peinanshan and another one along the coast in the south of the Taitung area
(Routes D and E in Fig. 1) have been added into our leveling
network. We also conducted a N-S leveling route (Route
F in Fig. 1) on the western side of the Peinanshan Massif,
which had been measured three times previously in 1986,
1987 and 2001. In this study, we added a few benchmarks
and conducted three repeated measurements along this N-S
route in 2006, 2007, and 2008. Hence, a total of five eastwest direction leveling routes and one N-S route have been
conducted repeatedly at least 4 years to 8 years from 2002
- 2010.
For the field leveling survey, we adopted the first-order
Class I geodetic leveling procedure (Schomaker and Berry
1981), and obeyed the double-run difference tolerances under 0.4 mm in a single station observation (the criteria of
first-order precise leveling, Ministry of the Interior, Taiwan,
2001). The measurement difference of each leveling section
between two benchmarks requires being lower than 2.5 mm
# k , in which k is the relative distance and unit in kilometer. The accumulated error over a few tens of kilometers is
roughly estimated as about 1.0 mm # k .
2.1 E-W Profiles of Elevation Change
The results of cumulative elevation change along the
five E-W leveling routes from 2002 - 2009 are shown in
Fig. 2. These profiles show that deformation patterns change
from north to south in the LVF zone. Here, the northernmost
Profile A (Rueyfong), which is located across one single
fault system (the very southern end of the Chihshang Fault),
revealed a significant vertical offset of 110 mm across the
Chihshang Fault over four years, 2005 - 2009 (Fig. 2a),
with an uplift rate of 20 - 30 mm yr-1 in the hanging wall
and subsidence rate of 5 - 6 mm yr-1 in the footwall. Further south, the LVF branches into two surface strands, the
Luyeh fault to the west and Lichi fault to the east. Profile
B (Yongan-Rueyuan) is located at the very northern part of
the two-fault system of the LVF. It illustrates a relatively
rapid vertical movement across the Lichi fault from 2003
- 2008 (Fig. 2b), a total of 280 mm vertical offset over 5
years. Unfortunately, the leveling route was not extended
westward enough to encompass the Luyeh fault. Still, we
can observe a subtle anticline folding of vertical movement
in the hanging wall of the Luyeh fault, showing evidence of
its active behavior. We also noticed that there was substantially higher rate over 2003 - 2005 compared to 2005 - 2008,
which can be interpreted as a direct co-seismic influence
and afterslip of the 2003 Chengkung earthquake. Profile C
(Longtien-Luyeh) shows clear vertical movements on both
branches of the two faults of LVF (Fig. 2c), a total vertical
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 2. Accumulative elevation changes along 5 E-W leveling
routes across the southernmost Longitudinal Valley, from north
to south: (a) Rueyfong (Profile A), (b) Yongan-Rueyuan (Profile
B), (c) Longtien - Luyeh (Profile C), (d) Peinan (Profile D), and
(e) Taitung alluvial plain (Profile E). All leveling routes were
conducted from west to east and the accumulative elevation
changes are calculated to be relative to the westernmost benchmark for each route. See detailed explanations in the text.

offset of 80 mm across the Luyeh fault and 130 mm across
the Lichi fault in a 6-year span, 2002 - 2008. Again, higher
rates over 2003 - 2005, which obviously resulted from the
2003 Chengkung earthquake, were observed. Further south,
Profile D is located in the southern foot of the Peinanshan
areas, where the blind west-dipping reverse fault under the
Central Range (or Central Range fault) begins to play a significant role on surface deformation, together with the LVF
system. The cumulative vertical movement over 2005 - 2009
indicates (1) an uplift in the Central Range with respect to
the valley up to 100 mm, which is likely associated with

co-seismic deformation of the 2006 Peinan earthquake, (2)
a gradual uplift toward the east (up to 22 mm yr-1) within the
southernmost Longitudinal Valley, which seemingly can be
interpreted to be associated with the two fault system of the
LVF (Fig. 2d). Finally, (3) the southernmost Profile E is
located along the coast in the south of the Taitung alluvial
plain (Fig. 2e). It is intriguing to find that the distinct deformation patterns in the two periods between 2001 - 2007
and 2007 - 2010. The elevation change from 2001 to 2007
shows a gradual uplift trend toward northeast which collectively caused an elevation change of 200 mm over 6 years
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across the LVF (stations from X005 to 8015). In contrast,
the results of measurements from 2007 - 2010 show little
vertical deformation across the valley. We shall discuss the
geological interpretations later in more detail.
2.2 Analysis of Vertical Rate Changes Through Time
As illustrated above, the vertical deformation in the
study area was substantially affected by the coseismic (possibly as well as postseismic) displacements of the two nearby large earthquakes, the 2003 Chengkung and 2006 Peinan
earthquakes. In order to evaluate the secular interseismic
vertical deformation, it is necessary to remove the perturbations of co- and post-seismic effects. In order to do so,
we first estimate the influences of the two major earthquake
events by plotting the annual elevation change rates across
the active faults for every surveys compared to the precedent one along each E-W leveling profile (Fig. 3).
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In Fig. 3a, we can find that Profile A in Rueyfong
shows clearly different deformation rates in different periods of 2005 - 2009. The deformation rate over 2005 - 2006,
which we interpret to be still influenced by post-seismic
effects of the 2003 earthquake, was significantly higher
than other periods from 2006 to 2009. As a result, the 2006
- 2009 results are considered to be the interseismic vertical deformation which occurred across the LVF in the Rueyfong area, which is expressed by a surface geomorphic
scarp about 20 m high, at a rate of 25 - 28 mm yr-1. It is
worthwhile to note that a slight, but clear subsidence can
be detected in the footwall near the fault, which is in general agreement with the elastic dislocation behavior of eastdipping thrust faulting.
For Profile B in Yongan-Rueyuan of 2004 - 2008
(Fig. 3b), the post-seismic effects of the 2003 Chengkung
earthquake were clearly revealed during the 2004 - 2005
measurements. The interseismic deformation can thus be

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Annual rate of elevation change along the four E-W leveling routes in Rueyfong (A), Rueyuan (B), Longtien (C), and Peinan (D). By identifying the periods of surveys containing co- and post-seismic influence of nearby large earthquakes, we can obtain interseismic rate of elevation
changes for each leveling profile. See detailed explanations in the text.
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better defined as that which occurred over 2005 - 2008 and
shows an S-shape deformation pattern on the footwall with
upward thrust in the western part and a downward subsidence in the eastern part. This bulge shape on the footwall
suggests that the Luyeh fault is near the western end of the
leveling route. The major vertical deformation is, however,
located across the Lichi fault with a 28 - 35 mm yr-1 interseismic rate of vertical movement (stations from 0308 to
S195 over 2005 - 2008).
From Route C in the Lungtien area, the annual rates
of elevation change from 2002 to 2008 show that they were
also strongly affected by the 2003 earthquake (Fig. 3c). The
2003 - 2004 deformation, which we interpret to be directly
related to the co-seismic effects of the Chengkung earthquake, revealed very rapid uplift rates of 30 and 60 mm yr-1
across the Luyeh and Lichi faults, respectively. In the subsequent period, 2004 - 2005, slower but still high uplift rates
of 15 and 20 mm yr-1 were observed, which is apparently
related to the post-seismic effect of the Chengkung earthquake. As a result, we tend to define the interseismic deformation as that occurred over 2005 - 2008, which exhibits
a 7 - 8 mm yr-1 interseismic uplift across the Luyeh fault,
and an 18 mm yr-1 uplift rate across the Lichi fault (stations
S234 to S237).
To the south foot of Peinanshan massif, Route D
(Fig. 3d) reveals a gradual uplift from west to east across
the two branches of the LVF, with a maximum uplift rate of
20 mm yr-1 from 2006 - 2009. Furthermore, the gradual uplifting curve also suggests that the LVF seems to be locked
in the near surface kilometers in the Taitung alluvial plain.
We suspect that a sudden drop at stations A084 and GE011
may be caused by an unstable benchmark or local subsidence. As for the blind fault under eastern Central Range,
although the co-seismic deformation of the 2006 Peinan
earthquake can be clearly observed, we are not able to determine its interseismic rate because of its instability and
limited measuring time.
In Route E (Fig. 2e), as mentioned above it is intriguing that deformation pattern changed between two periods.
We tend to adopt the 2007 - 2010 results as the interseismic
deformation, because it is less contaminated by the 2006
Peinan earthquake; however, the contention remains to be
proved and needs further investigation.

most stations (9182 to 9179) show a slight subsidence or
southward tilting.
In order to reconstruct the secular vertical field in the
Taitung area, we incorporated the above results from 6 leveling routes with the GPS measurements which we describe
in the next section.
3. GPS Vertical Movement Estimate

3.1 General Description and Method of Estimate
Two types of GPS measurements were adopted for
analyses in this study, a continuous observation reference
station (CORS) and campaign-mode station (CMS). We
used 10 continuous stations from the CORS network, which
is a compilation of stations belonging to different institutions. The IESAS has installed 3 CORS in the Taitung area
since 1994: S105 in the Central Range, S104 in the Coastal
Range and TTSH in the Taitung alluvial plain (Fig. 1). The
Central Weather Bureau (CWB) has installed 6 stations,
PEIN, LONT, ERPN, DULI, TTUN and SINL since 2003,
and the Ministry of Interior (MOI) has installed one station
on Taimali (TMAM), 2003 and 1995, respectively.
For the campaigned GPS stations, beginning in 1989,
IESAS established campaign-mode stations in a 10-year
project for the breadth of the island of Taiwan (Yu et al.
1997) and includes 10 stations in the Taitung area. Beginning in 2002, more than 70 stations supported by National
Science Council (NSC) have been added to extend the existing monitoring network. As a result, 89 campaigned GPS
stations have been used for analyzing the vertical deformation in the southern Longitudinal Valley of eastern Taiwan.
In this study, data from CORS were processed into a
daily solution through the standard procedures of the Ber-

2.3 N-S Profile of Elevation Change
In the N-S profile in Fig. 4, the co- and post-seismic
effects, we can observe that the measurements of 2001 2006 reveal clearly these effects (presumably from the 2006
Peinan earthquake). Apart of this period, other periods of
surveys (i.e., 86 - 87, 87 - 01, 06 - 07, and 07 - 08) show
a similar deformation pattern, which we consider to be an
interseismic deformation. As for the characteristics of the
interseismic surface deformation, we find that the southern-

Fig. 4. Annual rate of elevation change along the N-S trending leveling route in the western side of the valley in the southern Longitudinal
Valley. We also included the previous results observed by IESAS and
MOI in 1986, 1987 and 2001. We reoccupied the route in 2006, 2007
and 2008. See detailed explanations in the text.
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nese V5.0 software (Dach et al. 2007). We then combined
daily solutions with CMS campaign solution, using the
ADDNEQ program of the Bernese software. The normal
equations were used to derive a free network solution. The
Paisha station (S01R) at Penghu in the tectonically stable
Taiwan Strait was selected to define the “minimum constrained conditions” to its International Terrestrial Reference
Frame 2000 (ITRF00) value (Chen et al. 2006). In order to
better estimate the interseismic velocity, we need to remove
other unexpected effects, such as earthquakes, landslides or
seasonal variations. In this study we adopted the calibration
function proposed by Nikolaidis (2002) to analyze the GPS
time series as following,
y ^ ti h = a + bti + c sin ^2rtih + d cos ^ 2rtih + e sin ^4rtih

+ f cos ^4rtih + / g jH ^ti - Tg jh + / h j H ^ti - Th jh ti
ng

nh

j=1

j=1

+ / k j exp 6- ^ti - Tk jh x j@ H ^ti - T h + vi
nk

j=1

(1)

where

a, b represent the linear variation of the interseismic
velocity;
c, d, e, f denote a year period and half year period variations;
g presents the co-seismic displacement;
h expresses the change rate of the velocity after the
earthquake;
k implies the exponential decay of the post-seismic
displacement;
H(t) is the Heaviside step function;
τ displays the relaxation time;
v indicates the model residuals.

As can be seen in this equation, co-seismic as well
as post-seismic deformation, which is quite crucial in this
study, has been included in the determination for the interseismic secular velocity.
3.2 Estimate of Vertical Velocity from Continuous GPS
(CORS)
Four earthquakes were considered to be able to produce significant perturbations to the interseismic velocity
in the study area during the observation time from 1992 2010: the 1999 Mw 7.6 Chi-Chi earthquake, 2003 Mw 6.8
Chengkung earthquake, 2004 Mw 6.0 Lutao earthquake, and
2006 Mw 6.1 Peinan earthquake. It is worth noting that the
commonly used term “interseismic” velocity might not be
totally suitable in this study. For example, three significant
earthquakes occurred in an area nearby within the same
ten-year time period. It is obvious that these perturbations
would affect the determination of the interseismic secular
velocity to some extent. As a result, it must be noted that the
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interseismic velocity determined from this study within this
10-year time span might be a little different than the longterm (e.g., hundreds of years) average interseismic velocity.
However, for simplicity, we still use this conventional term
for representing the results determinated from GPS data.
After removing the seasonal variation and the effects
of the earthquakes, including co- and post-seismic events,
we obtain linear trends of the interseismic vertical velocities for the 10 continuous GPS stations. They show different trends in three geological terrains: (1) slight and steady
subsidence in the Central Range (Fig. 5), (2) a large variation of vertical movement, where both uplift and subsidence
occurred, inside of the Longitudinal Valley (Fig. 6), and (3)
a continuous uplift in the Coastal Range (Fig. 7). However,
it is far from spatially homogenous within each geological
terrain. Hereafter we describe the vertical velocity in each
terrain in more detail.
In the eastern flank of the Central Range, station S105
reveals a steady subsidence (Fig. 5a) with an average rate of
-3.1 ± 0.1 mm yr-1 from 1994 to 2010. Further south in the
Central Range, station TMAM shows a similar increasing
interseismic subsidence behavior (Fig. 5b), with a slower
rate of -3.0 mm yr-1 before the Chengkung earthquake and
followed by significantly more rapid rates of -10.2 and -13.6
during the intervals between each major earthquake. The
average subsidence rate is -3.5 ± 0.1 mm yr-1 from 2000
to 2010. We also notice that these four earthquakes did not
contribute to significant vertical movement in the Central
Range compared to the interseismic subsidence during the
observed time span of 10 - 15 years.
As for the vertical deformation inside of the Longitudinal Valley, we discuss herein three continuous GPS stations: LONT, PEIN and TTUN (Fig. 6). Station LONT,
which is located in the Luyeh tableland, exhibits a very slow
subsidence trend with an average interseismic velocity of
-0.7 ± 0.1 mm yr-1 in 2003 - 2009, after removing co- and
post-seismic perturbations of a few nearby moderate earthquakes. We noticed that an unstable variation following the
2006 Peinan earthquake from 2006 to 2009, without occurrence of any significant earthquake. On the other hand, we
found that the Chengkung earthquake caused an obvious
co- and post-seismic perturbation at the LONT station with
a vertical uplift of about 50 mm, although the station is located a few kilometers away from the Chihshang fault, the
causative fault of the Chengkung earthquake. Further south,
station PEIN (Fig. 6b), located in the southeastern foot of
the Peinan Massif, shows a slight constant subsidence from
2006 - 2010 with an average interseismic subsidence rate
of -4.5 ± 0.2 mm yr-1. Note that there is a 30 mm co-seismic downward vertical displacement caused by the 2006
Peinan earthquake. Station TTUN (Fig. 6c), located in Taitung alluvial plain also shows a slight constant subsidence
from 2003 - 2010 with an average interseismic subsidence
rate of -6.7 ± 0.1 mm yr-1. There are +27, +17, and -4 mm
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co-seismic vertical displacements caused by the Chengkung,
Lutao and Peinan earthquakes, respectively. It appears that
the valley area is prone to significant vertical movement
caused by moderate nearby earthquakes. It is also worth
noting that the effects of an earthquake could either enlarge
(e.g., PEIN) or diminish (e.g., TTUN) the long-term rate of
vertical deformation.
With regard to vertical deformation in the Coastal
Range, first station S104, near the coast in the southern
Coastal Range, exhibits a relatively slow vertical interseismic uplift (Fig. 7b). We found that three earthquakes around
the study area (i.e., the Chengkung, Lutao and Peinan earthquakes) caused obvious co-seismic uplift; the total collective co- and post-seismic vertical uplift reached 128 mm.
It is thus not surprising to observe the deformation for the
stations in the Coastal Range, which is around the epicenter

area for these earthquakes. After removing the earthquake
effects, the average interseismic vertical velocity is estimated to be a slim uplift of 1.4 ± 0.1 mm yr-1 from 1994 2010. On the other hand, for station ERPN, which is located
in the hanging wall near the surface trace of the LVF, the
yielded interseismic velocities exhibit a trend of steady significant uplift at a rate of 8.9 ± 0.1 mm yr-1 from 2002 - 2010
(Fig. 7a). The total co- and post-seismic vertical uplift of the
three aforementioned earthquakes reached 122 mm.
To summarize, according to the above analyses of the
vertical velocities of CORS, we interpret the interseismic
trends of the vertical movement for the three different terrains in the southern Longitudinal Valley area in this manner. The stations in the Central Range (S105 and TMAM)
show a steady subsidence at a rate of -3 to -4 mm yr-1. The
stations in the Coastal Range (ERPN and S104) present a

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Determination of GPS vertical velocity for CORS stations (a) S105 and (b) TMAM in the Central Range. The scatters are subtracted to the
mean value, the x-axis denotes the time (unit in year), and y-axis presents the relative variations (unit in mm) in vertical component. Open circles in
blue show the raw data and solid dots in black represent the calibrated data. The number with the uncertainty value on the right hand corner expresses
the relative velocity fit by a linear trend.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Determination of GPS vertical velocity for CORS stations (a) LONT and (b) PEIN (c) TTUN within the Longitudinal Valley. Symbols: see
detailed descriptions in Fig. 5.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Determination of GPS vertical velocity for CORS stations (a) ERPN and (b) S104 in the Coastal Range. Symbols: see detailed descriptions
in Fig. 5.

slim uplift of 1.4 mm yr-1 in the far-fault area and a rapid uplift of 8.9 mm yr-1 in the near-fault area. The stations located
within the Longitudinal Valley, such as in the Luyeh and
Peinan tableland (LONT) and in the Taitung alluvial plain
(PEIN and TTUN), denote a rather large variation of movement of subsidence from -0.7 to -6.7 mm yr-1. We also no-

tice that the nearby earthquakes, which indeed significantly
affected the vertical velocity, occurred quite frequently. It
thus appears that the perturbations of local occasional moderate earthquakes have contributed substantially on the total
tectonic vertical deformation in the study area. As a consequence, using conventional methods of discussing interseis-
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mic secular rates might not be sufficient for expressing the
vertical deformation in the southern Longitudinal Valley.
We shall discuss in more detail in the later section.
3.3 Estimate for Campaigned GPS (CMS)
As for estimation of the 89 campaigned GPS stations
(i.e., CMS), we present 9 examples to illustrate different
patterns in the three geological terrains: (1) stations S040,
S045, and S044 in the Central Range (Fig. 8), (2) stations
I138, 0206, and 0211 in the Longitudinal Valley (including
Taitung alluvial plain) (Fig. 9), and (3) stations S056, S126,
0207 in the Coastal Range (Fig. 10). Because the CMS have
been observed on a predominately annual basis, insufficient
measurement bars any application in Eq. (1) for parameters
estimation. We thus used a simpler formula, which only
considers the linear variation of the interseismic velocity.
y ^ ti h = a + bti 					

(2)

where a and b represent the linear variation of the interseismic velocity.
With regard to the effects of the earthquakes, we first
removed the co-seismic jumps by calibrating the surveys
immediately after the earthquakes, we then fitted the measurements in-between the earthquakes into a linear trend
(Fig. 8). In order to avoid possible post-seismic influence,
only the data measured one year after the earthquakes have
been adopted for a linear fit. As a result, the offset of co- and
post-seismic effects would be subtracted by connecting the
post-seismic linear trend to the pre-seismic linear trend at
the time of earthquakes.
In Figs. 8, 9, and 10, we can see that the GPS measurements are generally in good agreement with the linear fit
with less than 1 mm yr-1 of standard deviation after removing the co- and post-seismic perturbations of the major nearby earthquakes. We also found that the behavior of recorded
station velocities in these three different geological terrains
generally are consistent with those derived from the CORS.
For interseismic vertical movement, the eastern edge of the
Central Range shows a steady and slow subsidence (Fig. 8).
The Longitudinal Valley reveals a variation of movement
including both a slight uplift and subsidence (Fig. 9). The
Coastal Range exhibits uplift with either a slow rate (far
fault) or a rapid rate (near fault). These behaviors are generally consistent with those derived from 10 continuously
monitoring GPS stations.
More closely, a slow subsidence of -10.6, -2.5 and
-9.9 mm yr-1 can be found in the Central Range for the stations S040, S045 and S044, respectively (Fig. 8). Within
the valley, the stations located on the Peinan Massif show
a slight uplift with average rates of 3.2 and 2.8 mm yr-1 for
I138 and 0206, respectively (Figs. 9a and b); station 0211
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on the Taitung alluvial plain shows a slight subsidence of
-3.3 mm yr-1 before the 2006 Peinan earthquake (Fig. 9c),
but accelerates to a rapid subsidence of -25 mm yr-1 following the earthquake, revealing a strong influence by the
Peinan earthquake. This also indicates that the post-seismic
effect of the Peinan earthquake on the Taitung plain is longer than we originally expected. Finally the stations in the
Coastal Range show a slow far-fault uplift of 1.8 mm yr-1 for
station S056 and 0.1 mm yr-1 for station 0207 (Figs. 10a and
c), and a rapid near-fault uplift of 15.8 mm yr-1 for station
S126 (Fig. 10b).
With regard to co- and post-seismic effects, the 1999
Chi-Chi earthquake appeared to produce a more significant
effect in the eastern margin of the Central Range than in the
Coastal Range. On the other hand, the nearby earthquakes,
such as the 2003 Chengkung and the 2006 Peinan earthquakes, showed substantial effects on all three different terrains. For instance, the Chengkung earthquake caused obvious co-seismic vertical displacements of 94, 103 and 66 mm
in Coastal Range stations (S056, S126, 0207) and less but
still significant amounts of 49, 29 and 28 mm at stations
S040, S045, S044, respectively, in the Central Range. Regarding the Peinan earthquake, it induced upward motion in
the eastern Central Range, and slight uplift but substantial
downward motion in the northern and southern Longitudinal Valley, respectively.
4. Vertical Velocity Field: Combination
of Leveling and GPS
In this study, we followed precise leveling criterion
during each field measurement. In the case of the southern
Longitudinal Valley, we can assume an accuracy within
millimeters in relative height between leveling benchmarks.
After several repeated measurements, the velocities for each
benchmark can be estimated by a linear fit, by excluding the
periods of occurrence of the aforementioned earthquakes.
The results show that the yielded velocities have a generally
small standard deviation of about 1.5 mm yr-1 (Fig. 11).
As mentioned above, for GPS height determinations,
we used station S01R as the reference station which shows
a very stable and slow movement of -0.8 ± 0.0 mm yr-1 over
the 1991 - 2010 period on the ITRF00 coordinate system
(Kuo 2010). As a result, the vertical change rates of GPS
heighting in the study area would also be attached to the
ITRF00 coordinate system. After discounting the effect of
co- and post-seismic displacements as described above, the
vertical interseismic GPS velocities can be acquired.
In order to combine the leveling results with the GPS
results, we tend to adopt station S104 as a common reference which is not only a CORS station but also very close
to a leveling benchmark 8015. Thanks to a 16-year-long
period of data (same as S01R since 1994) and a clear sky
environment, we are rather comfortable that the station can
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Campaigned GPS time series (black marks) and calibration after removing the earthquake effects (pink circles) for three stations (S040,
S045 and S044) in the eastern flank of the Central Range. The GPS interseismic vertical velocities, which were obtained by linear fits, are expressed
by the numbers with uncertainty. The numbers without the uncertainty value indicate the relative co-seismic displacements of the corresponding
earthquakes.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Campaigned GPS time series (black marks) and calibration after redacting earthquake effects (pink circles) for three stations (I138, 0206 and
0211) inside the Longitudinal Valley. Symbols: see Fig. 8 for further detailed descriptions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Campaigned GPS time series (black marks) and calibration after redacting earthquake effects (pink circles) for three stations (S056, S126
and 0207) in the Coastal Range. Symbols: see Fig. 8 for further detailed descriptions.
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Fig. 11. Examples of time series and linear fits of calibrated leveling measurements for three different geological terrains in the study area. Upper
graphs (S245 and S206): the stations in the Central Range; middle graphs (S203 and 9184): stations in Longitudinal Valley; lower graphs (S248
and W048): stations in the Coastal Range. The earthquake effects have been redacted by excluding the periods with possible co- and post-seismic
influence. See details in the text.

furnish reliable vertical result. In addition, S104 exhibits
little vertical motion and shows a relatively stable interseismic trend with a slim uplift rate of 1.4 mm yr-1. In practice,
we assigned a velocity of 1.4 mm yr-1 at GPS station S104
to the neighboring leveling benchmark 8015. The velocities
for all the remaining leveling benchmarks are calibrated to
benchmark 8015. We defined three categories of stations
including all the leveling and GPS stations. The stations of
category I are only measured by GPS surveys without leveling measurement, but provide stable, long-term mainte-

nance and a good sky view, hence the GPS heighting can
be acquired from GPS observations. The second type of stations (category II) was occupied by leveling surveys only.
The third category of stations is occupied by both GPS and
leveling measurement instruments. 44 stations out of 88 belong to category III which give both GPS heighting and precise leveling results. Hence we apply different weights with
an inverse proportion of standard errors to adjust the results.
The results showed that the weights on the leveling data are
usually about three times than those on the GPS heighting.
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Finally, we utilized a map of the leveling-GPS vertical “interseismic” velocity field in the southernmost Longitudinal Valley (Fig. 12, Table 1). The vertical velocity
field reveals a few interesting deformation characteristics in
the study area. First, the most dominant interseismic uplift
(about 30 mm yr-1) is located in the western Coastal Range,
corresponding to the overthrusting of the Coastal Range
along the Lichi fault (and also the southern end of the Chihshang fault) against the km-thick Peinan massif inside the
Longitudinal Valley; however, the Coastal Range shows a
smaller amount of interseismic uplift toward the east and
toward the south in Taitung City. A plausible possibility is
that the Lichi fault becomes more of a strike-slip than thrust
in the south which agrees with the trend of fault appears
to turn to a WNW direction in its southern end (Fig. 12).
Indeed, the GPS interseismic horizontal displacements favor the latter scenario (Chen et al. 2011). A recent study
taken from bathymetric geomorphic features also suggests a
sharp E-W turn of the LVF in the offshore area east of Taitung (O’hara et al. 2011). Secondly within the Longitudinal
Valley, the Peinan massif and the Lungtien-Gautai terrace
high exhibit an unstable interseismic movement, either uplift or small subsidence in the middle section (from -10 to
5 mm yr-1), with an increasing trend of subsidence toward
north and south. Beyond the Peinan massif and Gautai terrace high, an alluvial plain of the valley exhibits significant
subsidence from -5 to -25 mm yr-1 which we attributed to
the footwall subsidence of the thrusting LVF, although the
human effect of groundwater pumping cannot be completely ruled out. Finally the eastern flank of the Central Range
shows slight interseismic subsidence with a lateral variation
from north to south. Conversely, the relative vertical motion
between the eastern Central Range and the Longitudinal
Valley appears to be subtle and is not consistently homogenous in the study area.
In sum, we tend to interpret the interseismic vertical
deformation in the southernmost Longitudinal Valley area
is primarily accommodated by fault creep on two strands of
the LVF (the Luyeh fault and the Lichi fault) and associated
surface folding. Another major fault in the area, the blind
west-dipping fault under the eastern margin of the Central
Range (i.e., the so-called Central Range fault) proved to be
less revealing with regard to the interseismic vertical deformation. The high-range topography in the Central Range
is not reflected by the slow subsidence interseismic trend
revealed by our results thus suggesting other mechanisms,
such as co-seismic events, are responsible for this long-term
deformation.
5. Discussion

5.1 Discrepancy Between GPS and Leveling
By comparing the calculated vertical velocities of precise leveling and GPS heighting at 44 stations with both

measurements (Fig. 13 and Table 2), we found that most of
the stations are of the same moving trend between the two
results, and most of the differences are less than ±10 mm yr-1.
From Table 2, we can find that the average uncertainty is
1.6 and 1.8 mm yr-1 for leveling and GPS heighting, respectively.
Considering the nature that the velocity of precise
leveling is computed by the relative differences between
benchmarks with respect to the benchmark 8015 near the
CORS S104, as a result, in addition to the accuracy of the
measurement, the farther it is from reference station 8015
the larger the uncertainty of the leveling velocity. This
might explain why the stations in the northern part of the
study usually have larger differences between GPS and leveling determinations. We also found that some near-fault
stations, for instance, campaigned GPS stations S193 and
W048 show higher variations of calculated velocities. We
interpret this to be due to an acceleration of the velocity following the Chengkung earthquake (i.e., post-seismic effect).
Similar movement behavior can be found at CORS station
ERPN (Fig. 7a), which is located at the hanging wall near
the LVF. The campaigned GPS stations, 8050, 8058 and
9176, located in the north of the Peinanshan Massif denote
larger variations of velocity uncertainty as affected by the
rapid post-seismic surface creep of the Peinan earthquakes.
Similar movement behavior can be found in CORS station
LONT (Fig. 6a).
We thus conclude that these post-seismic accelerations
of velocity indeed affected our determinations of interseismic vertical velocity, and were the main sources of the
uncertainties. As a result, although the accuracy of precise
leveling measurements is rather good in each survey, the
average rates of stations are still affected by the different
magnitude of post-seismic movement which is difficult to
be completely accounted for campaigned leveling and GPS
measurements. The average uncertainty of precise leveling
is estimated to be 1.3 mm yr-1 which is considered minor
compared to the interseismic rate in this area.
5.2 Effects of Nearby Earthquakes on Long-Term Deformation
As discussed above, moderate earthquakes frequently
occurred around the study area of the southernmost Longitudinal Valley. More importantly, they seem to contribute
substantial vertical surface deformation (as well as horizontal deformation which we shall discuss in a separate paper)
on top of the sum of the “interseismic secular deformation”
and the “co- and post-seismic deformation.” Over the last
ten years, two moderate neighboring earthquakes showed
this kind of effect, the 2003 Mw 6.8 Chengkung earthquake
and 2004 Mw 6.0 Lutao earthquake (the 2006 M 6.1 Peinan
earthquake is considered as one of the major co-seismic
events for the area). The southernmost Longitudinal Valley

Vertical Velocity Field of Southernmost Longitudinal Valley

area seemingly does not fit well with the general case that
long-term deformation is represented by the sum of interseismic and co-seismic (including post-seismic) deformation. Here, long-term deformation analyses should consider
additional frequent perturbations of nearby moderate to
large earthquakes.
Hereafter we discuss nearby earthquakes effects on
three major geological terrains, the eastern Central Range,
Longitudinal Valley and Coastal Range. First, for the eastern Central Range, the nearby two earthquakes showed little
effect on the vertical movement. In contrast, the 1999 ChiChi earthquake, which is a far-field but quite large earthquake, likely produced visible effects including co-seismic
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and long-term post-seismic deformation, at least to some
extent. However, because few stations in the study area provide adequate time coverage, it is difficult to draw a concrete conclusion with regard to the contributive effects from
the Chi-Chi earthquake. On the other hand, the 2006 Peinan
earthquake, which ruptured from one of the three major
faults in the southern Longitudinal Valley area, indeed produced significant upward co-seismic motion to compensate
the slight interseismic subsidence.
Second, within the Longitudinal Valley, the two nearby
earthquakes produced relative upward motion with respect
to the interseismic secular trend. For instance, the 2003
Chengkung earthquake revealed an uplift of about 50 mm

Fig. 12. Color-coded interseismic vertical velocity field with contours in the southernmost Longitudinal Valley, southeastern Taiwan. The reference
point is the GPS station S01R at the Penghu island in the Taiwan Strait. The results are based on analyses of combined leveling and GPS heighting.
See text for detailed explanations and geological interpretations.
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Table 1. Vertical velocity field in southeastern Taiwan.
Station

Lon

Lat

0206

121.1012

22.8117

0211

121.1340

22.7552

0207
0308
0943

205R2
38R2
8004
8005
8006
8011
8013
8014
8015
8049
8050
8051
8052
8055
8057
8058
8059
9171
9172
9174
9175
9176
9177
9178
9179
9180
9181
9182
9183
9184
9188
9189
9190

A084
A086
A087
A089
A090
A091
A092
A093
A094
A095

121.1395
121.1528
121.1302
121.1568
121.1326
121.0781
121.0916
121.0993
121.1663
121.1860
121.1875
121.1814
121.1290
121.1361
121.1282
121.1276
121.0911
121.0843
121.0858
121.0814
121.1290
121.1371
121.1285
121.1145
121.0920
121.0870
121.0963
121.0866
121.0842
121.0858
121.0848
121.0950
121.1073
121.0852
121.0669
121.0421
121.1848
121.1851
121.1750
121.1561
121.1387
121.1137
121.0996
121.0766
121.0603
121.0469

Velocity
(mm yr-1)

121.3225

23.0275

-3.6 ± 0.7

CMS

ERPN

121.1580

22.9440

-11.5 ± 1.2

22.7818

-5.4 ± 2.6

-3.1 ± 4.3

22.7932

-12.6 ± 3.6

22.7752

-16.1 ± 4.9

22.7791

-6.1 ± 1.5

22.7967
22.8096
22.8230
22.9476

-5.5 ± 3.3

-19.3 ± 4.9
-2.6 ± 0.7
-1.2 ± 0.8

1.0 ± 0.0
2.6 ± 1.7

22.9269

-6.1 ± 1.0

22.8951

5.3 ± 3.7

22.9125

-3.5 ± 0.5

22.8751

-8.7 ± 0.4

22.8356

-2.4 ± 4.6

22.8512
22.8176

-6.7 ± 1.1
-5.1 ± 3.0

22.9507

-17.5 ± 3.9

22.9018

-8.9 ± 2.0

22.9336
22.8957
22.9015
22.8954
22.8823
22.8658
22.8551
22.8328
22.8083
22.7966
22.7877
22.7760
22.7726

-1.8 ± 4.4
-1.5 ± 2.5
-9.4 ± 4.7
-9.9 ± 1.0
-7.9 ± 1.3
-7.3 ± 2.9
-6.1 ± 1.6
-7.6 ± 0.0
-8.0 ± 0.5
-8.4 ± 2.6

-11.1 ± 3.7
-13.9 ± 5.2

3.3 ± 9.0

22.7649

1.1 ± 17.8

22.7955

-3.7 ± 0.0

22.8175
22.7902
22.7678
22.7503
22.7383

-6.9 ± 1.6
-3.8 ± 1.0
-6.5 ± 4.9
-7.3 ± 0.0
-9.9 ± 5.7

22.7318

-11.6 ± 0.0

22.7123

-8.1 ± 0.0

22.7221
22.7065

Lat

DULI

22.9440

22.7793

Lon

CMS

-2.3 ± 0.9

22.7765

Station

1.0 ± 0.8

22.8196

22.7811

Type

Table 1. (Continued)

-11 ± 0.0

-3.3 ± 0.0

CMS

E322

CMS+Leveling

G3154

CMS+Leveling

I130

CMS

CMS+Leveling

GE04
I138

Leveling

LONT

Leveling

PEIN

Leveling
Leveling
Leveling
Leveling
Leveling
CMS

CMS+Leveling
Leveling

CMS+Leveling
Leveling
Leveling

CMS+Leveling
Leveling
CMS

CMS+Leveling
Leveling
Leveling

CMS+Leveling
Leveling
Leveling

CMS+Leveling
Leveling
Leveling
Leveling
Leveling

CMS+Leveling
Leveling
Leveling

CMS+Leveling
Leveling
Leveling
Leveling

CMS+Leveling
Leveling

CMS+Leveling
Leveling
Leveling
Leveling
Leveling

N623
S040
S043
S044
S045
S054
S056
S057
S063
S072
S104
S105
S126
S127
S128
S193
S194
S195
S196
S197
S198
S199
S200
S201
S202
S203
S204
S205
S206
S207
S209
S210
S211
S212
S213
S214
S215
S216
S217

121.1146
121.1083
121.1275
121.1507
121.1012
121.1225
121.2840
121.1151
121.1419
120.9269
121.0144
121.0724
121.1894
121.1904
121.3012
121.4704
121.1545
121.1813
121.1048
121.1423
121.1444
121.1492
121.1608
121.1560
121.1278
121.1245
121.1201
121.1187
121.1277
121.1171
121.1087
121.1063
121.1031
121.0933
121.0847
121.0839
121.1165
121.0730
121.1345
121.0868
121.1328
121.1147
121.2324
121.1025
121.1140
121.1353

22.7770
22.8213
22.7920
22.7937
22.8665
22.9081
23.0411
22.8029

Velocity
(mm yr-1)
3.4 ± 0.4

CORS

7.9 ± 0.1

CORS

-17.2 ± 6.8
-7.0 ± 5.1

-11.6 ± 3.2
-13.4 ± 2.7

6.8 ± 1.1

-0.7 ± 0.1

3.0 ± 2.5

-4.5 ± 0.2

23.0324

-10.5 ± 0.5

22.6796

-7.9 ± 0.7

22.4735
22.8821
22.7958
23.0387
22.9748

-10.6 ± 1.2
-5.9 ± 1.0
-2.7 ± 0.6

2.9 ± 0.8
7.1 ± 1.6

22.6664

-1.0 ± 0.8

22.8226

1.4 ± 0.1

22.9274
22.9535

6.6 ± 1.1

-3.1 ± 0.1

22.8919

19.5 ± 1.4

22.9420

-10.7 ± 1.3

22.9447

-3.6 ± 2.6

22.9435
22.9429
22.9337
22.9366
22.9392
22.9405
22.9076
22.9055
22.9058
22.9059
22.9060

-6.9 ± 1.1

19.7 ± 3.2
-1.2 ± 1.4
-2.2 ± 2.3
-1.3 ± 2.2
-1.1 ± 1.6
-1.6 ± 3.9
-0.7 ± 2.7

1.8 ± 3.0
1.1 ± 0.3

-5.6 ± 2.4

22.9071

-10.6 ± 0.7

22.9158

-5.9 ± 1.5

22.9097
22.9416
22.9039
22.9531

-8.5 ± 3.5
-3.4 ± 2.0
-3.4 ± 1.6
-22.3 ±

22.8824

-3.7 ± 2.2

22.9191

4.9 ± 2.1

22.8709
22.9648
22.8758
22.8733
22.8698

Type

21 ± 2.7

4.9 ± 1.4
4.3 ± 2.5

-8.9 ± 2.2

27.5 ± 2.4

CMS

Leveling
Leveling
CMS
CMS

CORS
CMS

CORS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS

CORS
CORS
CMS

CMS+Leveling
CMS+Leveling
CMS+Leveling
CMS+Leveling
CMS+Leveling
CMS+Leveling
CMS+Leveling
CMS+Leveling
CMS+Leveling
CMS+Leveling
CMS+Leveling
Leveling

CMS+Leveling
Leveling

CMS+Leveling
CMS+Leveling
CMS+Leveling
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
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Velocity
(mm yr-1)

Station

Lon

Lat

Type

S218

121.1488

22.8676

17.0 ± 1.1

CMS

S219

121.1097

22.8792

-3.8 ± 2.4

CMS

S221

121.2608

22.9301

-4.1 ± 1.1

CMS

S230

121.1712

23.0359

-1.5 ± 1.6

CMS

S231

121.1649

23.0409

-13.8 ± 1.1

CMS

S232

121.2090

22.9448

16.9 ± 3.0

CMS

S233

121.1518

23.0460

-11.3 ± 1.9

CMS

S234

121.1321

22.9088

-5.3 ± 0.5

Leveling

S236

121.1434

22.9039

11.5 ± 2.0

Leveling

S237

121.1414

22.8995

19.9 ± 13.4

S238

121.1063

22.9059

-5.0 ± 3.2

CMS

S239

121.0933

22.9071

6.2 ± 9.3

CMS

S240

121.0539

22.9009

-3.8 ± 1.7

CMS

S243

121.0402

22.8943

-11.4 ± 2.3

CMS

S245

121.1292

22.9808

-3.6 ± 2.9

CMS+Leveling

S246

121.1567

22.9758

-9.5 ± 3.0

CMS+Leveling

S247

121.1688

22.9750

14.9 ± 4.4

Leveling

S248

121.1786

22.9773

13.4 ± 2.5

CMS+Leveling

S260

121.0865

22.8026

-5.5 ± 8.6

CMS+Leveling

S261

121.0896

22.8105

-5.1 ± 1.5

Leveling

S262

121.0888

22.8171

-6.5 ± 4.3

CMS+Leveling

S263

121.0922

22.8258

-3.1 ± 3.1

CMS+Leveling

S264

121.1471

22.7621

-13.6 ± 4.4

CMS

S265

121.1170

22.8066

-10.5 ± 8.9

CMS+Leveling

S266

121.1200

22.7860

-20.0 ± 5.2

CMS+Leveling

S267

121.1294

22.7918

-10.1 ± 6.4

CMS+Leveling

S270

121.1026

22.7739

-18.5 ± 3.8

CMS

S271

121.1101

22.7565

-13.4 ± 3.3

CMS

S272

121.0689

22.7929

-6.3 ± 6.2

CMS+Leveling

S273

121.0547

22.7671

-7.2 ± 11.5

CMS+Leveling

S274

121.1005

22.7804

-27.8 ± 9.1

CMS+Leveling

S276

121.0784

22.7838

-13.0 ± 2.4

Leveling

S280

121.0453

22.7925

-7.9 ± 6.8

CMS

S281

121.1111

22.8165

-8.4 ± 2.6

Leveling
Leveling

CMS+Leveling

S282

121.1145

22.8120

-10.6 ± 1.5

SINL

121.2465

22.9101

9.1 ± 0.8

CORS

TMAM

120.9994

22.6179

-1.5 ± 0.1

CORS

TP44

121.1016

22.8214

-9.6 ± 4.8

Leveling

TTSH

121.1476

22.7471

-6.7 ± 0.4

CORS

TTUN

121.0726

22.7664

-6.7 ± 0.1

CORS

V108

121.1491

22.9757

-3.7 ± 5.2

CMS+Leveling

V109

121.1663

22.9747

1.1 ± 4.5

CMS+Leveling

V110

121.1750

22.9742

20.9 ± 1.4

V171

121.1004

22.8455

3.2 ± 2.6

W048

121.1457

22.9031

4.3 ± 15.4

CMS+Leveling

X005

121.0386

22.6926

-3.6 ± 0.0

Leveling

Leveling
CMS
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in the Luyeh area (e.g., station LONT, Fig. 6) and of about
13 mm in the Taitung alluvial plain (e.g., station TTUN,
Fig. 6). In contrast, the 2004 Lutao earthquake showed relatively less upward movement in the north but more significant change in the south, for instance, 10 mm at LONT and
27 mm at TTUN. Although the effects of the nearby earthquakes were not homogenous within the Longitudinal Valley, the general upward movement can clearly be observed.
It is interesting and worth noting that this upward motion
is demonstrable despite the general interseismic subsidence
trend of the Longitudinal Valley. As a manifest, the nearby
earthquakes decrease the total subsidence of the valley in a
long-term time span. It is worth noting that the 2006 Peinan

Fig. 13. The difference of vertical velocities yielded between GPS
heighting and precise leveling on 44 common stations in the study area.
See detailed statistical results in Table 1. The largest discrepancies can
be observed on the northern part of the study, which is interpreted to
be due to longer distances from the reference station (S104/8015). See
detailed explanations in the main text.
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Table 2. Detailed results of yielded interseismic vertical velocities at
each GPS station and leveling benchmark and difference between GPS
and leveling analyses.
Station

GPS velocity
(mm yr-1)

Leveling Velocity
(mm yr-1)

GPS-Leveling
(mm yr-1)

0308

-9.3 ± 1.0

-13.1 ± 0.7

3.8 ± 1.2

205R

-3.8 ± 2.1

-6.7 ± 1.6

2.9 ± 2.6

38R2

-14.2 ± 1.8

-9.9 ± 3.1

-4.3 ± 3.6

8050

-7.5 ± 0.8

-5.1 ± 0.6

-2.4 ± 1.0

8052

11.0 ± 3.0

1.3 ± 2.1

9.7 ± 3.7

8058

14.1 ± 4.4

-7.7 ± 1.4

21.8 ± 4.6

9172

8.5 ± 4.4

-3.0 ± 0.5

11.5 ± 4.4

9176

-7.3 ± 3.3

-11.4 ± 3.3

4.1 ± 4.7

9179

10.1 ± 2.9

-10.3 ± 0.5

20.4 ± 2.9

9184

-10.4 ± 2.7

-11.7 ± 2.6

1.3 ± 3.7

9190

8.7 ±16.3

-2.2 ± 7.1

10.9 ±17.8

A089

-2.2 ± 4.3

-8.9 ± 0.0

6.7 ± 4.3

A091

-11.3 ± 5.7

-9.3 ± 0.0

-2.0 ± 5.7

S127

-3.4 ± 0.8

-9.9 ± 0.7

6.5 ± 1.1

S128

-8.6 ± 1.1

-11.9 ± 0.6

3.3 ± 1.3

S193

16.2 ± 2.1

23.7 ± 2.4

-7.5 ± 3.2

S194

-13.5 ± 2.5

-1.2 ± 0.6

-12.3 ± 2.6

S195

-7.9 ± 1.3

0.8 ± 0.4

-8.7 ± 1.4

S196

-10.5 ± 2.2

0.1 ± 0.6

-10.6 ± 2.3

S197

-3.0 ± 2.1

-0.6 ± 0.8

-2.4 ± 2.2

S198

-6.3 ± 1.6

0.2 ± 0.4

-6.5 ± 1.6

S199

3.0 ± 3.8

0.2 ± 0.4

2.8 ± 3.8

S200

7.6 ± 2.7

-0.7 ± 0.0

8.3 ± 2.7

S201

14.2 ± 3.0

-1.0 ± 0.2

15.2 ± 3.0

S203

2.3 ± 2.3

-7.6 ± 0.6

9.9 ± 2.4

S205

0.3 ± 3.3

-11.4 ± 1.1

11.7 ± 3.5

S206

1.5 ± 1.2

-11.5 ± 0.9

13.0 ± 1.5

S207

-3.6 ± 2.0

-3.4 ± 0.1

-0.2 ± 2.0

S237

22.9 ± 3.2

7.8 ±13.0

15.1 ±13.4

S245

-9.2 ± 2.9

-3.4 ± 0.1

-5.8 ± 2.9

S246

-14.0 ± 2.7

-7.3 ± 1.3

-6.7 ± 3.0

S248

5.8 ± 1.8

20.9 ± 1.8

-15.1 ± 2.5

S260

-5.1 ± 8.2

-5.6 ± 2.6

0.5 ± 8.6

S262

-12.8 ± 4.2

-4.9 ± 1.1

-7.9 ± 4.3

S263

-5.9 ± 2.9

-1.9 ± 1.2

-4.0 ± 3.1

S265

-2.3 ± 8.6

-12.5 ± 2.1

10.2 ± 8.9

S266

-23.2 ± 5.1

-19.3 ± 1.2

-3.9 ± 5.2

S267

-8.6 ± 5.6

-10.9 ± 3.1

2.3 ± 6.4

S272

-6.2 ± 5.1

-6.4 ± 3.5

0.2 ± 6.2

S273

-12.0 ± 3.2

9.2 ±11.0

-21.2 ± 11.5

S274

-30.3 ± 5.9

-24.9 ± 6.9

-5.4 ± 9.1

V108

0.8 ± 5.2

-4.3 ± 0.7

5.1 ± 5.2

V109

1.0 ± 4.2

1.2 ± 1.5

-0.2 ± 4.5

W048

4.1 ± 0.6

8.4 ±15.4

-4.3 ± 15.4

earthquake produced co- and post-seismic subsidence in the
valley, which is in an opposite sense of movement than the
above two nearby earthquakes.
With regard to the Coastal Range area, we also observe
upward motions induced by the two nearby earthquakes,
which were even more significant than those in the Longitudinal Valley. For instance, the Chengkung earthquake
produced more than 100 mm of combined co- and postseismic uplift in both western (station EPRN) and eastern
(station S104) Coastal Range. The Lutao earthquake induced approximately 50 to 60 mm uplift for the two stations, respectively. It is not surprising because the two nearby earthquakes ruptured primarily within the Longitudinal
Valley Fault system. First, the Coastal Range represents the
hanging wall of this thrust system and second, it is close
to the epicenter. With regard to the Peinan earthquake, it
also produced upward motion in the Coastal Range, but less
than the two nearby earthquakes referenced above. As a result, it is obvious that the perturbation of these two nearby
earthquakes (as well as the earthquake rupture in the blind
Central Range Fault) strengthened the general uplifting interseismic trend of the Coastal Range in the study area over
the long term.
In sum, it is relatively difficult to estimate long-term
vertical deformation around the southernmost Longitudinal
Valley precisely. In order to do that, one would require summing up not only the interseismic secular and co-seismic
deformation, but also perturbations of nearby moderate to
large earthquakes, which could occur frequently. It is actually more complex than this. At least in the study area, there
are two distinct sources for co-seismic events: (1) the seemingly blind, west-dipping thrust on the western side of the
Longitudinal Valley and (2) the Longitudinal Valley fault
system with two surface strands on both sides of the valley.
6. Conclusion
In an attempt to reconstruct the vertical velocity field
of the surficial crustal deformation in the southernmost
Longitudinal Valley, the suture between Philippine Sea
and Eurasia plates in eastern Taiwan, we integrated 10-year
leveling measurements and GPS monitoring. The detailed
analyses and the yielded vertical deformation results can be
enumerated as follows.
(1) By removing the leveling surveys during the periods
with co- and post-seismic effects, we fit the data into
linear trends and estimate the interseismic vertical deformation rates along 6 leveling routes, including 5 E-W
routes across the Longitudinal Valley and 1 N-S route
along the western valley in the study area.
(2) By removing the perturbations of the four major large
earthquakes, including the 1999 Mw 7.6 Chi-Chi earthquake, 2003 Mw 6.8 Chengkung earthquake, 2004 M 6.0

Vertical Velocity Field of Southernmost Longitudinal Valley

Lutao earthquake and 2006 Mw 6.1 Peinan earthquake,
we estimate the interseismic vertical velocity for 88
campaigned GPS and 8 continuous GPS stations in the
study area.
(3) By adopting a common reference for both leveling and
GPS heigting, station S104 which is of 16-year observation time with a rather stable and a very slow rate
(1.4 mm yr-1) of vertical motion. We combined the leveling velocity and the GPS velocity to reconstruct a map of
interseismic vertical velocity in the southernmost Longitudinal Valley area, with respect to the stable Chinese
continental margin at the Penghu island (station S01R)
in the Taiwan Strait.
(4) Based upon our results, the most dominant interseismic
uplift is located in the hanging wall close to the Lichi
fault (i.e., the eastern strand of the two branches system of the LVF) in the western margin of the Coastal
Range with a rate up to 30 mm yr-1. The uplift in the
Coastal Range diminishes eastward away from the fault
and southward as the Coastal Range transitions into the
Taitung alluvial plain. The perturbations of the nearby
moderate and large earthquakes also produced uplift in
the Coastal Range.
(5) The eastern margin of the Central Range reveals interseismic subsidence at a rate of -5 to -10 mm yr-1 with respect to station S01R in the Chinese continental margin,
which is contrary to the co-seismic upward motion due
to nearby moderate to large earthquakes.
(6) In between the two ranges, the Longitudinal Valley
shows a general trend of interseismic subsidence but
with a rather large variation; and, some small uplift (less
than 10 mm yr-1) also occurred in the middle part of the
tableland areas (the Pinanshan massif and Luyeh-Gaotai
terrace high). A trend of significant subsidence at a rate
of -10 to -25 mm yr-1 occurred in the flat areas with alluvial deposits. The perturbations of nearby earthquakes
also revealed effects containing a variation with complex uplift and subsidence patterns.
(7) We interpret the interseismic vertical deformation in the
southernmost Longitudinal Valley to be due primarily
by creeping/thrusting on two strands of the Longitudinal Valley fault, the Luyeh fault and the Lichi fault. On
one hand,significant uplift occurs on each hanging wall
close to the faults; on the other hand, substantial subsidence occurs on each footwall of the faults. It appears that
the eastern margin of the Central Range did not show interseismic uplift, which is contrary to its long-term highrange topography. As a result, the blind west-dipping
reverse left-lateral fault under the eastern Central Range
(e.g., the causative fault of the 2006 Peinan earthquake)
was apparently strongly locked during the interseismic
time.
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